The use of open-loop coding can be easily extended to a closed-loop concatenated code if the transmitter has access to feedback. This can be done by introducing a feedback transmission scheme as an inner code. In this paper, this process is investigated for the case when a linear feedback scheme is implemented as an inner code and, in particular, over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with noisy feedback. To begin, we look to derive an optimal linear feedback scheme by optimizing over the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). From this optimization, a linear feedback scheme is produced that is asymptotically optimal in the sense of blocklength-normalized SNR; it is then compared to other well-known schemes. Then, the linear feedback scheme is implemented as an inner code to a concatenated code over the AWGN channel with noisy feedback. This code shows improvements not only in error exponent bounds, but also in bit error rate (BER) and frame error rate (FER). It is also shown that if the concatenated code has total blocklength L and the inner code has blocklength, N, the inner code blocklength should scale as N = O C R , where C is the capacity of the channel and R is the rate of the concatenated code. Simulations with low-density parity-check (LDPC) and turbo codes are provided to display practical applications and their error rate benefits.
I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE field of open-loop error-correction coding has been rich with innovations over the last 10-20 years with implementation of codes like turbo codes and low-density paritycheck (LDPC) codes. These codes have proven that open-loop methods can be very powerful. However, an important question to be asked is: "Can we do better with closed-loop coding?" In this paper, we investigate the use of closed-loop concatenated coding (see Fig. 1 ) over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with noisy feedback. The benefits of this have already been shown for a noiseless feedback channel as in [1] .
By definition, concatenated coding consists of two codes: an inner code and an outer code. As for the outer code, we will assume it is any general forward error-correction code as to make this method applicable to any open-loop technique. Furthermore, since we are interested in closed-loop coding, the inner code will be a feedback transmission scheme; this, however, creates the intermediate goal of designing a good feedback scheme. In this, we narrow our focus to the class of linear feedback transmission schemes-meaning that each transmission is a linear function of feedback side information and the message to be sent. With perfect feedback, this class is known to have low complexity and high reliability [2] , [3] . Therefore, we will try to exploit these advantages even with a noisy feedback channel.
The search for the best linear feedback coding scheme for AWGN channels has a long history, dating back to 1956 with a paper by Elias [4] . However, most early work was done in the 1960s with papers like [5] - [12] . In 1966, Schalkwijk and Kailath developed a specific linear coding technique that utilizes a noiseless feedback channel [2] , [3] . The coding scheme was based off of a zero-finding algorithm called the Robbins-Monro procedure which sequentially estimates the zero of a function given noisy observations. Because of its low complexity, much work has been done extending and evaluating the performance of the Schalkwijk-Kailath (S-K) scheme in different circumstances. The performance was examined when there is bounded noise on the feedback channel in [14] . In [15] and [16] , the system was observed under a peak energy constraint. A generalization of the coding scheme for first-order autoregressive noise processes on the forward channel was derived in [5] while the problem was also looked at in [17] and [18] . The use of the coding technique was viewed from a stochastic controls perspective in [6] . It was also extended for use in stochastically degraded broadcast channels in [19] and two-user Gaussian multiple access channels in [20] . The scheme was used in [21] for a derivation of feedback capacity for first-order moving average channels and, in general, for channels with stationary Gaussian forward noise processes in [22] . In [23] , it was reformulated using a previous result in [4] and then altered for specific use with pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) signaling. Variations on it were created by using stochastic approximation in [24] . The S-K scheme was also used in a derivation of an error exponent for AWGN channels with partial feedback in [25] . This brief overview, of course, is not exhaustive as much more literature can be found on the subject. In fact, due to the notable popularity of the S-K scheme, we will implement it for performance comparisons.
Recently, the area of general feedback communication schemes has been also studied as in [26] and [27] . These use a technique called posterior matching in which information at the receiver is refined using the a posteriori density function which is matched to the input distribution function. Such techniques have also proven to be capacity achieving and, in fact, a generalization of the S-K scheme. However, these schemes along with the S-K scheme all rely on the presence of a noiseless feedback channel to achieve nonzero rate. If noise is present, all of these schemes have only an achievable rate of zero. However, coding with the presence of a noisy feedback channel with variable length techniques has been investigated in [28] and [29] .
In this paper, we do the following.
• Give the basic framework of concatenated coding and design a linear feedback scheme for use as an inner code by the following.
-Using a matrix formulation for feedback encoding, we formulate the maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) optimization problem. The formulation consists of a combining vector and noise encoding matrix. It shares many similarities to the method employed by [5] . In addition, an upper bound on SNR for all noisy feedback schemes over the AWGN channel is derived and shown to be tighter than the bound previously made by [5] . -Using SNR as the cost function of interest, we solve for 1) the SNR-maximizing linear receiver given a fixed linear transmit encoding scheme and 2) the SNR-maximizing linear transmitter given a fixed linear receiver. -Using insights from the numerical optimization, we derive what we believe to be the optimal linear processing setup. The performance of the proposed scheme approaches the linear processing SNR upper bound as the blocklength grows large.
• Using the proposed linear feedback scheme, we then implement a concatenated code over the AWGN channel with a general error-correction code as an outer code. The error exponent for the concatenated scheme is derived in terms of the error exponent for the outer code.
• Upper and lower bounds on the feedback error exponent are then derived using this setup. These bounds are then used to illustrate the effect of using the proposed linear feedback scheme as an inner code. An approximate tradeoff between inner code blocklength and total code blocklength is also derived.
• Simulations are run to show advantages in bit error rate (BER) and frame error rate (FER) when the outer code is either a turbo code or an LDPC code. The paper is organized in the following manner. The overall system and the framework for a general closed-loop concatenated coding scheme are introduced in Section II. In Section III, the concept of linear feedback coding is introduced to develop an appropriate inner code for the overall concatenated scheme. Two methods of optimization for a general linear coding scheme are also briefly introduced. Using these optimization methods, a linear feedback scheme is proposed in Section IV. This section also consists of analyzing the asymptotic performance of our scheme, along with deriving alternate proofs of results from related papers. In Section V, the proposed linear feedback scheme is compared against the S-K scheme to illustrate gains in performance. Section VI introduces the concatenated coding scheme and its error rate analyses. Simulations are then given in Section VII to demonstrate practical concatenated code performance with turbo codes and LDPC codes. Finally, a brief summary of the paper is given in Section VIII.
II. GENERAL CLOSED-LOOP CONCATENATED CODING
In this section, we formulate the general framework for a closed-loop concatenated coding scheme; to begin, we look specifically at the AWGN channel. At each channel use , the transmitted signal is sent across the channel. Likewise, the receiver obtains (1) where, for our purposes, we will assume are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) such that . Also, to remain practical, we can impose an average transmit power constraint such that (2) where . Consider sending a length open-loop code across the AWGN channel with noisy feedback. The transmission of each component of the open-loop codeword will be encoded using an inner code of blocklength that has access to noisy feedback. Thus, the total concatenated codeword, and accordingly the transmit vector , has length . Note that the open-loop codeword is composed of entries that lie on the real line; this implies that if the outer code is binary, a modulation operation is implicit. Now, if we write the components of the inner code as (the th inner code component used to encode the th outer code component), then can alternatively be written as This encoding process now can be grouped by the concatenated encoder (or superencoder) in Fig. 1 . At this point, we also bound the average power of the outer codeword as
The codeword power constraint (3) will be useful when we analyze the performance of the concatenated scheme in Section VI. After all transmissions have been made, the inner decoder creates an estimate of the current outer code codeword by processing entries at a time. This process produces the following total codeword estimate: (4) which will be passed on to the outer decoder for final decoding.
This setup now allows for a very convenient simplification of the concatenated coding scheme. After processing at the inner code decoder (which will be described in Section IV), the channel given in (1) can be seen alternatively as (5) as seen in Fig. 2 where the time index is related to the original channel use index as . The modified noise component has a new variance dependent on the properties of the inner code. In fact, the whole effect of the inner code is encapsulated in the modified noise . Due to the inner code being undefined at this point, we cannot go into more depth. However, a per-component SNR can be calculated as (6) Since the noise is i.i.d., this is the same for all . This implies that . This technique has converted the closed-loop problem now into an open-loop problem. Note that this simplification is the exact same process as defining the inner code and channel together as a superchannel as discussed in [30] . Since the outer code is a general forward error-correction code, this equivalent mapping has greatly reduced the problem to now finding the length inner code that maximizes and, thus, minimize the modified noise on the channel. In the next few sections, this will be our exact focus.
III. THE INNER CODE: LINEAR FEEDBACK CODING As stated above, the focus of this section is to design a length inner code that maximizes received SNR. Since we have the availability of feedback for the inner code (see Fig. 1 ) and it is a main focus of the paper, we will utilize feedback side information at the inner code encoder. With this setup, it is possible to employ linear feedback encoding-the advantages of which were described in Section I. To begin, the focus is now narrowed to only the inner code encoder/decoder pair; hence, we will only be concerned with sending and receiving one codeword of the inner code (i.e.,
). This corresponds to looking at channel uses . For simplicity, we study the case when . To begin, the notion of general linear feedback coding is introduced. Because of the focus of this section on the inner code and to ease with reference, we refer to the inner code encoder as the transmitter and the inner code decoder as the receiver.
A. General Linear Feedback Encoding
In this section, we introduce the general framework of a linear feedback coding scheme in a linear algebraic formulation (similar to [5] ). A feedback channel allows the transmission of data from the receiver back to the transmitter. Considering the system in Fig. 3 , we see that such a link is available with unit delay and additive noise. As in Section II, at channel use is sent from the transmitter across an AWGN channel and the receiver receives (7) where are i.i.d. such that each . Because of the feedback channel, the transmitter also has access to side information. In this case, we assume the side information to be the past values of corrupted by additive noise . We assume that are i.i.d. such that and are independent of . Since we are designing an encoding scheme that will utilize feedback, is encoded at the transmitter using the noisy side information . By removing the known transmitted signal contribution, this is equivalent to encoding with side information . We now describe a general coding scheme that utilizes this channel and feedback configuration. The goal of the coding scheme is to reliably send a component of the outer code codeword from transmitter to receiver across an additive noise channel using channel uses. However, to broaden the applications of the developed scheme, we look at sending a general message instead of specifically . This is possible due to the independent operation of the inner code from the outer code. We assume the message symbol is chosen from the set where is the number of symbols and each symbol is equally likely. Furthermore, we assume that is zero mean and that the second moment of , is known. Due to the fact that only received SNR and rate of transmission calculations will be performed, the above description of the source alphabet proves sufficient. With this setup, the input to the receiver can be written as (8) where, as above, the notation refers to . Because of the total average transmit power constraint (2), the transmitted power of the signal (for transmissions) is bounded by (9) The output of the transmitter is given as (10) where is a unit vector and is a matrix called the encoding matrix. is of the form
which is referred to as strictly lower triangular to enforce causality. Taking a closer look at (10), we see that this is exactly the linear processing model-each is a linear function of past values of and the message . Now, consider the processing at the receiver's end. The input to the receiver is given by (8) . Using (10) , (8) becomes (11) After all transmissions have been made, the receiver combines all received values as a linear combination and forms an estimate of the original message . This operation is written as where is a vector called the combining vector. It is now evident that a general linear feedback scheme can be completely described in terms of , and . In fact, the S-K scheme can be described in this way, but since its definition is not necessary, it will be pushed to Appendix I.
As an aside, it is important to note that up until this point, a specific decoding process has not been specified. However, since we will be passing on the output of the inner decoder straight to the outer decoder, we choose only to perform soft decoding; hence the estimate will be sent straight to the outer decoder without mapping it to an output alphabet. Of course, minimum-distance decoding (and similar techniques) can be easily implemented for hard decoding.
Looking back at the transmitted signal, it proves helpful to study how much power is used sending the message and how much is dedicated to encoding noise for noise cancellation at the receiver. This can be examined by noting that the average transmitted power is where .
Because the sum of the noise-cancellation power and signal power must be less than , we introduce a new variable that will be a measure of the amount of power used for noise cancellation. To accomplish this, let us introduce such that . Using the power allocation factor , let be scaled such that (12) and be constrained such that (13) Until Section IV, it is now assumed that is fixed.
B. Optimization of Received SNR
As in Section II, our goal is to create a scheme that maximizes the received SNR. Not surprisingly, we have chosen it to be our main performance metric. It can be derived by noting the form of the receiver's estimate of the transmitted message. The received signal after combining is (14) It follows that the received SNR is (15) It would be ideal to optimize the SNR expression over all and . However, this method turns out to be quite intractable. Instead, we focus on optimization by two conditional optimization techniques that maximize SNR either given or given . Since the derivations of these methods are not necessary for our discussions, their proofs are pushed to Appendix II. Note that the following procedures are hardly groundbreaking, but are given as lemmas to aid in later reference. The first lemma is introduced to design to maximize the received SNR for a given .
Lemma 1: Given a combining vector and the power constraint given in (13) , the that maximizes the received SNR can be constructed using the following procedure.
1) Define where . 2) Construct the entries of , as where is the smallest such that .
The next lemma provides the symmetrical result; it constructs a that maximizes the received SNR given .
Lemma 2:
Given an encoding matrix , the that maximizes the received SNR can be found by letting be the eigenvector vector of that corresponds to its minimum eigenvalue.
Note that this lemma has well-known analogous results in estimation theory. In brief, the optimal is created by forming the projection (16) where . However, it can be shown that to choose to maximize the received SNR given , then (16) implies that and both should be chosen as in Lemma 2. In addition, it is possible to show that given , the definition of in Lemma 2 produces the minimum variance unbiased (MVU) estimator. To illustrate, the variance of the estimator is Since has already been chosen to minimize this quantity and it is unbiased , it is the MVU estimator (consequentially also the least squares estimator).
These two lemmas will now prove sufficient for developing a linear feedback scheme that maximizes the received SNR as in Section IV.
C. Upper Bound on Rate and Received SNR
Due to the development of Lemmas 1 and 2, we can now apply them to construct some interesting results on the class of linear feedback codes. First, an upper bound on received SNR is found.
The method used in Lemma 1 to maximize the received SNR focuses on minimizing the denominator of (15) . It does so while also compensating for the average power constraint given in (9) . If this constraint is relaxed to allow the denominator of the SNR to be minimized completely, it is possible to derive an upper bound on the received SNR.
Lemma 3:
The received SNR for a linear feedback encoding scheme with feedback noise variance is bounded by (17) Proof: Looking at the proof of Lemma 1 (in Appendix II), the goal is to maximize the received SNR by minimizing the denominator in (15) . However, the average power constraint in (13) restricts the optimization problem and the solution is not optimal in a least squares sense. If the power constraint is removed, (83) becomes (18) This results in the solution to the least squares problem being Using this to construct , (82) becomes (19) (20) Similarly, the other noise term is (21) (22) Using these two results, the received SNR, using (15) , can be written as (23) (24) (25) In [5] , another upper bound is given for linear feedback schemes with noise on the feedback channel. Using the notation consistent with the above formulations, the Butman bound can be given by (26) (27) Since the last two terms in the inequality are strictly greater than zero, this bound is strictly greater than (17) , implying a helpful tightness in the new bound in Lemma 3.
Suppose that we now allow the size of the symbol set to be a function of the blocklength (i.e., ). The rate in bits per channel use of our linear encoding is defined as . (Note that is used instead of to emphasize that this only applies to the inner code.) A rate is said to be achievable if the probability of error goes to zero as . Also, if the linear feedback scheme is viewed as a superchannel (as in Fig. 2) , the received SNR for the linear feedback scheme can be seen as the received SNR for the superchannel. Thus, the capacity of the superchannel is , where is the received SNR for the linear feedback scheme in use. Now using the SNR bound result, we can construct an alternate proof of Proposition 4 given in [31] .
Lemma 4: Given any linear feedback coding scheme of rate over an AWGN channel with noisy feedback, if is achievable then . Proof: As above, if regarding the linear feedback scheme over the AWGN channel as a superchannel, the capacity is (28) where is the received SNR of the linear feedback scheme. Then, any achievable rate must satisfy (29) (30) IV. A LINEAR FEEDBACK CODING SCHEME Now we use both methods presented in Lemmas 1 and 2 as iterative optimization tools. Using Lemma 1, we can design to maximize the received SNR. We can do the same using Lemma 2 to design . However, it is desirable to optimize and jointly to maximize the SNR. Consider being given an initial combining vector . Using Lemma 1, we can design an encoding matrix to maximize the received SNR. Now that has been constructed, we can use Lemma 2 to further maximize the received SNR by designing . This process can be repeated until the received SNR does not increase with an iteration (i.e., we have reached a fixed point).
After repeatedly using this algorithm for different and different values of and , a pattern emerges. The structures of both and are the same for every scheme that maximizes the received SNR. Using random search techniques, we were unable to find an alternate form that produced a higher received SNR. Thus, empirically, the problem appears convex-the same result was produced independent of the random initial vector . In the following conjecture, we propose that these structures of and give the scheme that maximizes the received SNR.
A. The Feedback Scheme
Conjecture 1: Consider again the system from Fig. 3 . Then, given the power constraints in (12) and (13), the and that maximize the received SNR are of the following forms.
• is a strictly lower diagonal matrix with all entries along the diagonals being equal (also called a Toeplitz matrix).
• .
• For some such that , the form of is Note that the term multiplying the vector is for normalization purposes.
Assuming that this form is optimal, we can solve for the optimal and the entries of .
Lemma 5: Given the power constraints in (12) and (13), and have the following definitions given the forms in Conjecture 1.
1) The optimal , is the smallest positive root of (31) 2) 3)
. The approximation can be derived alternatively using iterative fixed point techniques. This method also produces a bound on the deviation from . However, for values of , this approximation becomes extremely close.
It can be shown using (15) that the received SNR for this scheme (now explicitly notating that the SNR is a function of and ) is (34) It is important to note that using , the scheme exceeds the power constraint in (9) by a small amount that dies away as the blocklength gets larger. According to our power constraints, . However, using to build the scheme we get Therefore, using in place of yields very little penalty at higher blocklengths and satisfies the power constraint as .
B. Optimization Over Power Constraints
Taking another look, the linear coding scheme described in the previous section can be further optimized if now we assume that is not fixed. This will give us another degree of freedom in attempting to maximize the received SNR. Unfortunately, as stated above, a closed-form expression for is unavailable, so we solve for the solution for power allocation using .
Lemma 6:
The power allocation scheme that maximizes the received SNR, using , can be found using the following method. Proof: From above, the received SNR for our scheme is of the form (38)
Ignoring the constants in the numerator and using the definitions in the lemma, maximizing (38) over is equivalent to maximizing (39) After taking the derivative and setting to zero, we get (40) Note that it is possible to get no root that lies in . This occurs when (41) In this case, the value of reflects that noise cancellation is no longer useful, and we set to zero.
A graph showing the behavior of versus can be seen in Fig. 4 and a plot of is given in Fig. 5 . Note that the label linear units is used to emphasize that the axis is plotted on a linear scale and not in decibels. The plots show the behavior of with varying levels of feedback noise. In both increasing either or , it can be seen that decays to zero eventually. As increases, the additional use of feedback introduces more noise into the system, so at higher feedback levels the will not peak as high and decay more quickly. As increases, the numerator of the received SNR begins to predominate the maximization and decreases to maximize accordingly. An important sidenote is the behavior of this scheme (with optimal and ) in the absence of feedback noise. It turns out that as , the method above produces the form of the solution derived in [5] as the optimal linear feedback scheme for the AWGN channel with noiseless feedback. However, in the presence of feedback noise, this solution noticeably differs.
C. Further Analyses of the Linear Feedback Scheme
In this section, we examine our scheme under different circumstances to derive results in related papers.
1) Asymptotic Performance: Using , we can examine the asymptotic behavior of our scheme as . If we let , then the received SNR can be written as Thus, the scheme approaches the upper bound on received SNR with a gap that depends on the choice of . Additionally, it is worthwhile to note the choice of . For this bound to appear asymptotically, needs to be chosen as a function of such that and as . Note that these constraints were motivated empirically by the behavior of , which is found numerically. If is not chosen within these constraints, the result (3) does not apply. This result is now used to show Fig. 6 . Comparison of the probability of error for binary transmission of the new scheme and the error exponent upper bound given in [31] .
that the scheme meets an error exponent upper bound in a related paper.
2) Binary Communications: Now consider using our scheme to transmit a binary symbol . The probability of error, using antipodal signaling and the noise normalization currently used, can be shown to be 
This result meets the upper bound of the error exponent found in [31] and therefore shows that our scheme asymptotically achieves the highest rate of decay of probability of error as a function of . An illustration of this can be seen in Fig. 6 . This simulation was run with exact values of and which were found numerically.
In [31] , a three-phase scheme is proposed that achieves this error exponent. In brief, the message is transmitted in the first phase and, using feedback, the transmitter decides whether the receiver made the right decision. The transmitter will then send one bit to the receiver stating whether the first transmission was a success or a failure. If the transmitter decides the receiver made a wrong decision, it declares a failure and retransmits a high-power version of the original message; otherwise, it declares a success and does nothing. It is important to note that this one-bit retransmission scheme was proposed in a general setting and was not constricted to binary communications.
V. SIMULATIONS FOR THE INNER CODE
We now present simulations to demonstrate the performance gains from our scheme and also the effects of feedback noise.
A. Linear Feedback Comparisons
In this section, the performance of the proposed linear scheme is compared with the S-K scheme (as discussed in Section I) under different circumstances. The first simulation (Fig. 7) plots the received SNRs for both our scheme and the S-K scheme versus the transmit SNR without optimized power allocation. The value of the optimal , was found numerically and used to construct our scheme. The feedback channel noise has variance . Since the power allocation was not optimized, both schemes are using (the value as given in the S-K scheme). As can be seen, with these assumptions, our scheme shows an approximately 2-dB gain over the S-K scheme in the low regions . Note that the axis is not in decibels but a linear scale to help show the difference in performance.
The next simulation (Fig. 8) compares again the received SNR of the two schemes but for higher feedback noise without power optimization . This shows quite a difference from the low feedback noise case. Both schemes suffer a drop in performance, yet the separation between the two schemes is larger. Another difference worth noting is the saturation of both schemes based on blocklength. At higher feedback noise levels, blocklength does not greatly affect the performance as can be seen by the grouping of both sets of curves. In fact, this phenomenon is due to the fact that we are using . If we look at the received for our scheme as , we can see that (51) (52) (53) This is a tight bound for the received SNR when using the S-K power allocation with our scheme.
The next figure displays the effects of optimization of power allocation. We see from Fig. 9 that power allocation has greatly increased the performance of our scheme compared to the S-K scheme (still fixed at ). This performance increase also appears to depend on blocklength. At , our scheme shows improvements in the range of 2-4 dB, but when , we see improvements in the range of 10 dB. This is because it Fig. 9 . Optimization of power constraints provides a large improvement over the S-K scheme at low feedback noise. is no longer constrained by (53). Because of the new choice of , it can now reach the bound in (44). The last figure, Fig. 10 , shows how the received SNR of both schemes behaves with increasing feedback noise. As is evident in the figure, the proposed linear feedback scheme is much more resilient to the effect of growing feedback noise. The power allocation was optimized in this simulation, and the average transmit power is .
VI. THE CONCATENATED CODING SCHEME
Now that an appropriate inner code has been designed, it is possible to evaluate the performance of the total concatenated code. For the following derivations, it is still assumed that the outer code is a general error-correction code. In the next two sections, the error exponent for the concatenated code scheme is studied as the error exponent is an important measure of performance. Upper and lower bounds for the error exponent are derived to illustrate the advantages of implementing feedback.
A. Feedback Error Exponent Lower Bound
The goal of this section is to find a lower bound on the reliability function for the closed-loop concatenated scheme. To do this, we consider the best possible use of the proposed linear feedback scheme as an inner code. To begin, let our choices for and both be optimal such that from Lemma 5 and from Lemma 6 (i.e.,
). As discussed in Section II, the problem can now be transformed into designing a channel use code for a nonfeedback AWGN channel with received SNR (54) where is now only a function of , and (implicitly both and are also functions of , and ). Utilizing this nonfeedback channel, we will now derive the error exponent expression using the open-loop reliability function. The open-loop reliability function is defined as the rate of decay of probability of error for the best possible length coding sequence across a nonfeedback channel or (55) when coding at a rate of (bits/channel use) with a received SNR and achieving a probability of error of . Now, implementing the optimal open-loop code as the outer code over the new nonfeedback channel, we achieve an open-loop error exponent of (56) The rate scaling by is due to the fact that our total blocklength has increased by a factor of , but at the same time, we can only send a new symbol every channel uses. Also, because of this structure, a tradeoff in error exponent performance arises as the value of varies. grows with increasing which is favorable, but, simultaneously, the rate increases and the factor of decreases with increasing -both adversely affecting the error exponent. Because of this tradeoff we will now define the optimal , that achieves the highest value of the error exponent (57) Using (56), we can now define the closed-loop concatenated code error exponent by (58)
With this result, we can now examine the concrete bounds on the error exponent for the concatenated scheme and thus create bounds for the feedback error exponent. For all rates below capacity, we can employ the random coding lower bounds [32] on the error exponent.
Lemma 7: If we first define
Then, we can write the concatenated code error exponent lower bound as in (59), shown at the bottom of the page, where is the sphere packing bound given in [32] , and is chosen at each value of to maximize the bound. The optimal inner code blocklength should scale as
In addition, , for low rates, can be approximated by (61) where and . Proof: The bounds given in the lemma are a direct application of the random coding lower bounds in [32] . The approximation for is derived as follows. To avoid exceeding capacity, the constraint must be imposed. With this constraint, we can now build an approximation by looking at the expression for low rates (i.e.,
). The SNR expression imposed by the use of the linear scheme is quite difficult to maximize over due to the reliance on and ; therefore, to approximate it, we can replace it with an approximation that only relies on and set as in Section IV-C. Then, we can write (62) and find the "optimal" (by differentiating and setting the derivative to zero) is given by the root of (63) where . The floor operation is used to keep an integer and to avoid violating (60).
Lemma 7 gives explicitly the random coding lower bounds for the concatenated coding scheme. For completeness, the spherepacking bound [32] will now also be defined. If we first let , then the sphere packing bound can be given concisely as
The error exponent lower bounds as given in Lemma 7 can be seen in Fig. 11 . Note that the label "no feedback" refers to the error exponent of purely the outer code with no inner code.
The approximation (61) can be seen versus the numerically optimized in Fig. 12 . This gives us a rough handle on how feedback should be used (in the asymptotic sense) for the concatenated coding setup. Namely, it should be used only at low rates but can dramatically increase the error exponent bound at these rates as seen in Fig. 11 .
B. Feedback Error Exponent Upper Bound and Special Cases
Just as important as investigating the effect of feedback on error exponent lower bounds is the effect on the upper bounds. In this case, we employ the use of two well-known error exponent upper bounds: the minimum-distance upper bound [33] , [34] in conjunction with the sphere-packing bound [32] . Note that the sphere-packing bound gives the exact expression (59) Fig. 11 . Error exponent bounds for nonfeedback schemes and the proposed concatenated coding system. for the error exponent in the region. For reference, the minimum-distance bound can be given as (64) where is the squared minimum distance of the code at rate . This can be given an upper bound as in [34] by first defining as the root of and . Then (65) To ensure tightness, we take the minimum of both bounds at any given rate . Hence, the function given in (66) was used to plot the upper bounds on error exponents in Fig. 11 . Again, the value of is chosen to maximize the bound at any given . As in Fig. 11 , the upper bound for feedback is higher than the upper bound in the absence of feedback. This gap closes as feedback noise variance increases. As noted earlier, when or when , feedback should not be employed as the scheme exceeds the effective capacity of the superchannel-this is noted in the graph.
The main idea introduced by this section (and the previous) is that the implementation of feedback can allow for a new tradeoff-explicitly between rate and received SNR-that can exploited for further increases. Of course, this tradeoff becomes less useful as the feedback noise increases, but it still creates a new degree of freedom. Also, another conclusion that is possible to derive is that feedback is very beneficial at low rates. This will be substantiated further by simulations in Section VII. Now, the error exponent of the concatenated coding scheme is given in the special cases of and where feedback is no longer useful.
Lemma 8 (Error Exponent Special Cases): 1) At
, the error exponent for the above concatenated scheme is 2) For , the error exponent is i.e., feedback is not used. Proof: At rates very close to zero, we can solve analytically for the error exponent of our scheme. It is a classic result that for , the following is true [32] :
This would imply (58) can be written as For a rate to be achievable, it must satisfy (75) where is the optimal defined in Lemma 6. Setting and using (74), feedback should not be employed with our concatenated scheme if (76) VII. SIMULATIONS FOR CONCATENATED CODING In this section, the performance of the concatenated coding system in Section VI is simulated for the cases where the outer code is an LDPC code (according to WiMAX standard) and a turbo code (according to UMTS standard). Details for each code are given below. These simulations were run using the Coded Modulation Library [35] . To keep the number of channel uses consistent, the concatenated coding scheme has to implement modulation order versus the open-loop technique using binary phase-shift keying (BPSK). Therefore, to use an inner code with two iterations of the proposed linear scheme, modulation order is used [i.e., quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)]. This can be seen alternatively as splitting complex modulation transmission into two parallel real modulation transmissions. Also, to ensure that both schemes use the same average power, the linear feedback scheme must be designed with a particular value of . In particular, if the open-loop technique uses energy per symbol to modulate, then the linear feedback code must be designed with when using modulation order. Fig. 13 shows that for a fixed , the probability of bit error is up to 0.4-0.5 dB lower by using the concatenated coding scheme for the UMTS turbo code (rate 5114 bits, ten decoding iterations). Note that this turbo code uses the max-log-MAP algorithm. This gain in performance is also a function of the feedback noise variance. As can be seen, the performance gains diminish as feedback noise increases. The same phenomenon is apparent in Fig. 14 which is a comparison of the FER for both techniques. A similar improvement (up to 0.4-0.5 dB) can be seen. Fig. 15 displays the BER for both the open-loop and concatenated coding scheme using the LDPC code as given in the WiMAX standard (rate 2304 bits, 100 decoding iterations). Again, the concatenated code is modulated using QPSK and has an inner code of two iterations of the proposed linear feedback scheme. The performance of the concatenated coding schemes again displays lower error rates than pure open-loop techniques-displaying up to around 2-dB improvement. The effect of feedback noise is clear as it greatly closes the gap between the two methods. However, it is interesting to see that the performs much better when compared to the turbo code. Fig. 16 displays the FER for both schemes which demonstrates up to around 2-dB improvement.
An interesting point introduced by extending an open-loop error-correcting code into a closed-loop concatenated code is the tradeoff between modulation order and the increase in received SNR for the channel. If we increase the number of iterations of feedback coding, the received SNR increases. However, simultaneously, the modulation order increases which creates a less forgiving probability of symbol error. This tradeoff allows for a new degree of freedom in transmission schemes that can be exploited to achieve lower error rates.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated a specific case of concatenated coding for the AWGN channel with noisy feedback. The inner code was designed as a linear feedback scheme that was constructed to maximize received SNR. The performance of the linear feedback scheme was compared to another well-known feedback technique, the Schalkwijk-Kailath scheme. The outer code was allowed to be any open-loop error-correction code for ease of adaptation. The concatenated coding scheme shows that the use of feedback can greatly increase error exponent bounds compared to pure open-loop techniques. Simulations illustrated the performance of the linear scheme and its incorporation into the concatenated coding scheme when the outer code is either a turbo code or an LDPC code.
APPENDIX I SCHALKWIJK-KAILATH CODING SCHEME
The S-K scheme is a special case of the linear feedback encoding framework formulated in Section III. When describing the S-K scheme we will ignore feedback noise , since it was designed for a noiseless feedback channel. 
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APPENDIX II OPTIMIZATION OF RECEIVED SNR For this optimization, let us assume that is fixed and without loss of generality, and are both unit vectors. With those assumptions, the goal at this point is to design and to maximize (15) . Looking first at the numerator, we see that we can bound using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Doing this, we see that This bound can be achieved by letting . For our purposes now, we will always assume that is restricted as in (13), and . With these conditions, the received SNR we are trying to optimize simplifies to (77) Note also that in the S-K case, even though is not a unit vector, still . Since the numerator is now fixed, our focus now turns towards minimizing the denominator. However, this is more complicated. The ideal solution would be to jointly minimize the denominator over and . Unfortunately, this does not yield any feasible path towards a solution. Instead of attempting to jointly optimize, we now derive the two conditional optimization methods used as Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
First, consider minimizing the denominator given a combining vector . Since is given, the goal is to design to maximize (15) ; therefore, we should pick using subject to (78)
We now have sufficient background to prove Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 1:
To begin, let us define the nonzero columns of as for . Now, working through the multiplication, we can rewrite (79) At this point, it is worthwhile to remark that minimizing this sum is equivalent to minimizing the total sum given in (78). This is due to the fact that the subspace for the solution of in the first term is the same as in the second term, . This can be seen as both terms can be written in the form where in the first term and in the second . Both solutions can be carried out the same way with the assumption that , which is assumed. For lack of redundancy, only the minimization of the first term is explicitly carried out.
Looking back, to minimize (79), we need to minimize for all . This can be accomplished by designing the such that 
and
. Thus, rewriting (82), the problem of minimizing the term now becomes subject to
Noting that and , we can calculate the optimal using subject to (83) At this point, the focus is now not only on the first term but taken over the whole sum in (78) as can be seen with the introduction of the term in (83). To solve for the optimal and make sure that , we use Lagrange multipliers. Forming the Lagrangian, we get After taking the gradient with respect to and setting to zero, solving for the optimal results in (84) where is chosen such that . Once has been calculated, can be constructed using (80).
To prove Lemma 2, we consider the case when is given and we are designing to maximize the received SNR. The goal now is to find such that subject to This problem, however, can be solved very quickly as given in the following proof of Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 2:
Let be the eigenvalues of such that . Then This bound can be achieved by letting be the eigenvector of corresponding to . This choice of leads to .
These two conditional solutions allow for numerical optimization as discussed in Section IV.
APPENDIX III PROOF OF LEMMA 5
We now provide the proof for the structure of our linear scheme as given in Lemma 5.
Proof 
which completely defines the structure of . Utilizing this structure of , the Frobenius norm of can be computed to be (95) Using this result and the bound , we find that the that meets the bound is the smallest positive root of (96)
